
Thinking through some of the issues

PRIVATE SECTOR FINANCING OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE: LESSONS LEARNED 

Presentation by Ron Watermeyer

The Engaged University' 

What are the challenges and resource 
strategies required for the sustainability of an 
‘Engaged University’? 
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Resources required to 
deliver infrastructure

• People
• Equipment
• Plant
• Materials
• Finance 

Many different 
permutations 
available to 

deliver 
infrastructure

Infrastructure is delivered 
through a supply chain

Risk, management skills  and efficiencies determine project outcomes 

Employer

Held 
together 
through 

contracts

Fundamentals of infrastructure delivery

Many variables which lead to different project outcomes
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Risk

ISO 31000 defines risk as the “effect of uncertainty on objectives”

Risk management is all about identifying the salient risks, assessing their likelihood 
and deciding on how best to manage the project in the light of this information

Focus
• in general goods and services for consumption is on initial price 
• in infrastructure projects it is on 

- the distribution of risk is on the payment and responsibility for the cost of a risk  
event, should it materialise

- the outturn (final) price

General goods and 
services for consumption Increasing uncertainty in information

Infrastructure projects

Increasing the risk borne by the contractor inevitably increases the contract price
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Traditional PPP model (adopted from the early UK PPPs

PPP

Responsibility in a capital 
asset procurement

Responsibility in a PPP contract

Design Public sector Private sector
Build Public sector Private sector
Operation By public sector By private sector
Accountability for 
resulting services

Public Sector is accountable 
to itself / parliament

To public sector client who 
remains accountable to 
Parliament for the services 

PFMA definition “public private partnership (PPP) means a commercial transaction 
between an institution and a private party in terms of which the private party –
(a) performs an institutional function on behalf of the institution; and / or 
(b) acquires the use of state property for its own commercial purposes; and 
(c)assumes substantial financial, technical and operational risks in connection with 

the performance of the institutional function and/or use of state property; and 
(d)receives a benefit for performing the institutional function or from utilising the 

state property



Case study – Wits university 2007 Wits Junction Residence

PPP Partner appointed in 2007 to provide 1200 beds 
(Wits at the time had less than 5000 beds) 

Issues to consider

• Operation – different regimes for students who 
may migrate from one residence to another

• Cost of finance

• Guarantees regarding student occupancies

• Spatial layouts / circulations 

• Completion of buildings ahead of academic year

• Income streams

Expensive operational 
layouts at some universities

Toilets 
(hotel style)

Access 
points



Inception: procuring institution 
registers the project

Feasibility study: The procuring 
institution appoints advisors to 
undertake a feasibility study 

Procurement:   If a viable 
option, the procuring 
institution invites the market 
to submit bids

Implementation: The 
project is implemented 
once a suitable bidder has 
been chosen.

PPP process – PFMA 2005

Preparation and briefing 
(strategic brief setting out 

client requirements) 

Concept and viability  
(concept report which sets out 
a viable solution to the brief)

Design development  
(develop the details for the 
approved concept report)

Design documentation 
(Production information)

Project initiation (high level 
business case)

CONSTRUCTION

Work flow

Very lengthy process with little 
uptake

Technically and 
environmentally  
viable solution 
to the brief` 
which provides 
baseline 
information 
enabling  
financial studies 
to be 
undertaken

Require 
early 
partner 
involvement 
and client 
leadership
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Public Private Partnerships (modern view)– broadly defined as joint working 
arrangements between the public and private sectors characterised by one of 
more of the following:

• Risk transfer to the private sector – transfer risks to the party best able to 
manage them

• Use of private funding to finance infrastructure

• Use of private expertise and management skill

PPPs can have a wide range of joint working arrangements

• management contract (with little or no capital investment)
• concessions which may include design and build along with a range of 

services which may be linked to user charges (income streams)
• joint ventures characterised by the sharing of ownership

Design, build, finance  
and operate
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Lessons learned in delivering university infrastructure
There is a difference between delivery management and project 
management 

Delivery management - the critical leadership role played by a
knowledgeable client to plan, specify, procure and oversee deliver
infrastructure projects efficiently and effectively, resulting in value for
money
(buying function)

Project management function (coordinated activities to direct and control 
the accomplishment of agreed objectives)
(part of the supply function)

Delivery management is the differentiator between successful and unsuccessful 
outcomes
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Challenges and solutions
Challenge facing the higher education sector is the cuts in 
DHET infrastructure grants from the fiscus and decreasing 
revenues arising from limitations on fee increases

Response – deliver 
infrastructure 
projects more 
efficiently

How (enablers)
• procurement innovations e.g. framework agreements and 

collaborative forms of contract including target cost 
contracts and cost based contracts

• put in place effective delivery management teams (buying 
function) 

• client leadership and expertise to plan, specify, procure 
and oversee project delivery

What needs to be done
• reduce risks to reduce cost and improve project outcomes
• make projects more attractive to investors / financiers / 

contractors through win / win partnerships
• find ways to integrate project teams (university staff, 

consultants and contractors)

Very important 
as shift will be 
from new build 
to repurposing 
of existing 
facilities in the 
wake of COVID



THANK YOU


